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Ou r I n lan d S ea

I am told I have never truly suffered  
until I father someone; have never

known a real snow because I choose to live  
alongside an overlooked inland sea.

This is due to an occurrence called lake effect:  
jet streams and leeward shores

beyond my control. Shelter from winter. 
Yesterday’s A-frame is tomorrow’s yurt.

I am told Dolly Parton’s arms and boobs  
are covered in secret tattoos; the moon

landing was a play within a play made  
to make the Russians arise and confess

to murder in front of the assembled, 
and that what I believe I remember

is probably bogus, recycled stuff 
told to me by old acquaintances.

Except, I can still recall the reservoir, 
the urban aquarium, the public pool,

the puddle. To live by water but never 
learn to swim. I am told I have never

learned to swim, so stay out of the Great 
Lakes or take up the respectable practice 

of getting myself noticed while drowning.
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G host Town s of  Ontar i o

Deserted Gourmet Marshmallow City,  
who is your master? Eighteen to thirty-five  
is a long time to be a demographic, let alone a slave, 
let alone a slave who spends his free time  
sorting candy by colour. 

Et tu, Tiny Spectre Town?  
Though it’s hard to get behind the line-walk you wobbled,  
an officer observing the exhausted amble, 
you should know no one holds that against you. 
On the contrary, it’s what’s listed in your “What To See” section. 

Ex-Radar Station Residences, why does the antique typewriter  
act like a kindly mutant to toddlers? I ask because  
you are the highest semi-populated point in Ontario:  
500 metres above sea level, without a driver’s licence  
but still making the guide book every year. 

At the apex the soundtrack swells into something sinister, signifying  
the moment tourists discover the vacant town hall. Nothing to snicker at,  
Steeltown in Decay, so do everyone a favour and think about Bartók,  
one of the most important composers  
of the 20th century — how Hungarian he could be, 

and not be, befuddling both Americans and Nazis, who,  
standing in an artificial flower shop,  
deciding what to buy to lay on his grave,  
choose instead to hold hands and walk the wild trillium fields  
that smother what was once The Village of Childish Gall.
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A Funnel Cloud Picks a F ight with the F irst Ferris Wheel 

Giant feathers rocked in the air. The twenty-eight ostriches of the Midway  

ostrich farm bore the loss with their usual aplomb. 
e r i k L a r s On,  The Devil in the White City 

Czar of the midway at his war chest 
sees the city sneeze as it stares  
into the sun’s blossom. Sol Bloom, 
twenty-three and in love with the idea

of Algeria; the cutest kind of colonialism, 
vaudeville’s receding widow’s peak 
and a taste tester of Zionism. Aficionado 
of indigenously nude flightless birds 

combing odours from Chicago’s greasy, white hair 
with expensive feathers rising up against the air. 
Hidden harmoniums humming from behind bushes, 
blushing Tesla and, for most, the first glimpse

of electricity. Fasting artists with fans of down 
performing a hoochie coochie of electricity. 
Now a child sees the sea take back the castle 
he had mistook for his own. The ether turning 

against him like the water the lobsters were  
boiled in. Winds off Lake Michigan finding a feel  
for deforming metal, for peeling boas off ostriches,  
for forming dark, wiggling pillars, perverts molesting 

the midway, shaming I-beams to Ss. George  
Washington Gale Ferris, Jr., evacuating his wheel  
while the blue bullied what America made to out-  
Eiffel Eiffel, baring the loss with their usual aplomb.
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Nove m b e r Weath e r 

Custodians tore down the tar pits  
and drained the splash pads for the season.  
Outside broke the lifeguards’ windbreakers  
who lit up the night in a shivering uprising 

while armies of sweaters waited patiently  
to shush their bony bodies. It was autumn.  
The cold came home with a bottle of codeine.  
Park swans sewed plans to become snow- 

banks; trees — yawning zombies. And because  
the filmmakers were kids in costumes,  
they found this hilarious. Bits of Halloween  
littered the streets. Shards of orange and tuffs 

of faux fur were raked into mounds and set  
ablaze. Still, some took in strangers for warmth.  
Some mastered the art of speaking backwards.  
Beaches became abandoned orphans 

and everyone lined up to meet the poltergeist.  
Like I said, it was autumn. It was autumn  
and all bets were off. Police horses wore  
blankets and developed a pesky cough. 
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At the fall fair we were asked to leave  
for trying to teach the goats to sing.  
Suddenly, it was time to vote again  
and in the cynical sky zinc was seen 

to surround what we came to believe  
were migrations of birds forming the words  
abattoir, bric-a-brac and cul-de-sac.  
Which was strange, because we always assumed 

that birds didn’t understand French. 
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C i n e ma Stu dy

“When the movie starts to show you parts of itself, you know you’re in trouble.”  
m i k e n e L s On, “Laserblast,” Mystery Science Theater 3000

A man and two robots, a gloom-gripped room,  
a screen, a haze: chortle cotton in the projector’s  
beam boasting about it’s beautiful singing voice; 

drifting cherubic specs infinity left behind.  
That commentary is customary is irritating,  
an unnecessary audience extravagance with no

option to end. See, it’s not that death doesn’t  
happen anymore, but unseen it seems rarer,  
and around here all anyone wants to do is eat 

breakfast always, lie on the fainting sofa and  
make smug little statements about the seedbed.  
Here, in the flickering dim they wait for annoyed 

eyes, then the rest of the head to turn, a throat  
clearing shushing like foam on an usher’s torch.  
Suppression of sound in this cold, dark room of 

soft seats. So cold that petite, brief ghosts of breath  
combine their whispers into a riot of shushing, rush  
the projection booth and seize the projectionist, 

demanding equality with oxygen. So the film flashes  
back on to itself because it has nothing more to utter,  
but still forty minutes to kill until the negotiator 

arrives to tap the spectre’s shoulder and politely 
say: Hey, those observations were tiny redeemers, 
but on behalf of the rest of us, please shut the fuck up. 
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To Wran g le  Yet i

Some of us had been ranting about the oysters  
for months before the oysters informed us that that  
was how they were suppose to taste. Finally, someone  
to make the call, because who are we to think we know 

anything about the telephone and its internal workings  
we have never seen, but picture as perfect crystal. We sit  
around all afternoon, balling up pages from each others’  
chapbooks, soaking them in beer and swallowing 

the pulp in lieu of food. At least someone managed  
to wrangle the yeti for the expensive stunt  
in the final scene. We’ve trained most of our lives for this,  
we’ve lost sleep over this. See our swollen black eyes, 

like we’ve been boxing kangaroos for food. Not that  
there aren’t other pressing production problems,  
but the idea of missing the big kiss induces insomnia  
in even the most peaceful sleepers among us. No way 

of telling who’s who when the next comes. One night  
we will have to accept — cease struggling amongst  
the sheets and accept — that it was us who let it in  
by leaving the dormitory’s front door open.
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What Was Le ft  Out an d What Was S e e n

There was the winter the icebreakers among us  
discovered that our inland sea does not fully  
freeze, washing up on the shores of Wednesday  
afternoon with nothing to do but sew beekeeper 

suits out of seaweed, camouflage that can conceal  
age, green veiled and duckbilled, growing up in dog  
years, stalked by self-portraits left out online to dry.  
Drying like a lakebed. An amicable divorce after a trial 

separation that saw no selfish composer collapsed,  
curled up on the bathroom floor with an ear pressed  
to the porcelain. So cool the tile, so subtle the solo  
of the faucet’s constant drip, frost water skulking 

through tubes, that even those who had learned  
to swim when the ice gave way underneath them  
had to admit that everyone seemed more bona fide  
without each other’s awkward boners to bother with.
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H e llo,  My Nam e i s  J e n n i f e r

It’s fair that that’s what the yellow plastic 
tag on my blue vest says, but not by choice, 

it was the only one left. The other staff  
blame me for forging invoices and fudging 

numbers, though they are the ones hiding  
under desks. I’ve never felt these earthquakes 

that everyone’s been blogging about, and not  
for lack of earthquakes either, apparently. 

A stuffy sightsee through the ruins proved  
the inventory was off and if you don’t know 

how to talk to women, then you don’t know  
how to talk to women, no matter the language

barrier, taken tag or laws in place to regulate.  
Yet the part of me that longs to condescend,

regurgitate a recently read report  
to a staff I’ve only just met, like a mother 

bird and her newly assumed nest of orphans,  
is the same misogyny that will seize 

an attempt at a record-setting swim  
by the ankles, yank it out and declare 

It’s a girl! while the masked doctor, whose job 
it is to slap newborns, readies himself for work.




